Abstract
Introduction
Since its introduction [11] , IP multicast has seen slow commercial deployment in the Internet. Although it has been available through the experimental Mbone for a number of years, it is just beginning to see commercial support from carriers, ISPs, and common operating systems. IP-based networks offer point-to-multipoint and multipointto-multipoint best-effort delivery of datagrams by means of the IP-multicast service and architecture 1 .
The current service model in IP-multicast was defined without a commercial service explicitly in mind, which is one possible reason for its slow deployment. Although each of these issues is the subject of current research efforts, the service model and architecture does not efficiently provide or address many features required of a robust commercial implementation of multicast. Some of these issues include:
• Group management, including authorization for group creation, receiver authorization, and sender authorization.
• Distributed multicast address allocation.
• Security, including protection against attacks on multicast routes and sessions, as well as support for data integrity mechanisms.
• Support for network management.
1 By architecture, we mean the set of protocols supported by the IETF and vendors to realize the service model.
Consequently, the current IP-multicast architecture deployed by carriers and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to compensate for these issues is complex and has limited scalability. Trying to generalize and commercialize multicast from the current service model and protocol architecture is difficult, and in the worst case, adversely impacts the long-term success of multicast.
In this paper, we examine, from the viewpoint of ISPs and carriers, the current IP multicast service model and the issues that have limited the commercial deployment of IP-multicast. We discuss the motivations of ISPs and users for using multicast. In the next section, we review the current service model and the architecture that supports it.
In Section 3, we analyze the motivations of ISPs and customers for using a multicast service. In Section 4, we examine the difficulties ISPs have had with the current model and architecture. In Section 5, we discuss the functionalities that are lacking from the service model. In Section 6, we propose alternate services models that are more aligned with commercial deployment. Finally, in Section 7, we offer our final remarks.
IP Multicast

The Current Service Model
IP-multicast is based on an open service model.
No mechanism restricts the hosts or users from creating a multicast group, receiving data from a group, or sending data to a group. The notion of group membership is only a reachability notion for receivers and is not meant to provide any kind of access control. As with all IP datagrams, multicast datagrams are best-effort and unreliable. Each multicast group is named by a class-D multicast address (which is in fact a name [37] ).
To receive data from the multicast group, hosts must join the group by contacting their routers using the Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP version 2) [18] . Once a host joins a group, it receives all data sent to the group address regardless of the sender's source address.
Hosts can send to a multicast group without becoming a receiver; such hosts are often referred to as non-member senders. Multiple senders may share the same multicast address; if those sources shared a single multicast routing tree, or if they have separate trees leading to the receivers is dependent on the multicast routing protocol. Senders cannot reserve addresses or prevent another sender from choosing the same address. The number of hosts joined to a group as receivers is dynamic and un-known. The status of entities (i.e., sender, receiver, or both) is unknown. In sum, an IP-multicast group is not managed.
The connections between the routers that form the multicast spanning tree are maintained by a multicast routing protocol. Many such protocols have been proposed and are in use today on the Internet. They include (but are not limited to)
DVMRP [40] , MOSPF [31] , PIM Sparse Mode, PIM
Dense mode [12] [13] [14] [15], CBT [4] , OCBT [36] , HIP [35] , and BGMP [24] . As we will see in Section 2.2 the deployed architecture has tended towards just a few protocols.
The differences in these protocols lies mainly in the type of multicast routing trees that they build. 
The Current Architecture
The de facto architecture in routers today is based on IGMP version 2, DVMRP, MOSPF, and PIM Sparse Mode (PIM-SM), coupled with the Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) [17] or Multicast Border Gateway Protocol (MBGP) [3] .
DVMRP, MOSPF, and PIM-SM are limited in applicability to autonomous systems and administrative domains. Interdomain multicast routing is largely managed by MSDP.
IGMP is used by hosts to announce their interest in receiving a multicast group to edge routers.
These edge routers use multicast routing protocols, to form multicast spanning trees through the Internet. IGMP version 1 (IGMPv1) [11] was proposed in conjunction with DVMRP, the first multicast routing protocol. IGMP version 2 (IGMPv2) [18] adds fast termination of group subscriptions and is an IETF standard. IGMP version 3 (IGMPv3) [8] Interdomain routing rates unicast and multicast policy. We discuss MSDP in detail in Section 4.
Because there is no standard, globallyrecognized method of allocating addresses uniquely in the current model, the IETF is experimenting with static allocation of blocks of multicast addresses. This scheme is often referred to as GLOP [30] . This experiment should last until May 2000, when it is expected that protocols developed under the Multicast Address Allocation Architecture (MAAA) [21] will be implemented (see Section 5.3).
In the near future, interdomain multicast is expected to be managed by the Border Gateway Multicast Protocol (BGMP) [24] . BGMP is an interdo- 
Motivations and Requirements
Multicast is included with the standard set of 
Market Motivations
Businesses have been encouraged to connect to the Internet ISPs by the phenomenal success of unicast-based email and web applications. However, general users of the Internet (i.e., receivers) will not drive Internet-wide multicast connectivity. The use of multicast results in bandwidth savings that make it an attractive service mainly to sources and administrators of low-capacity domains, such as corporate networks. Receivers do not care whether they receive their audio streams from unicast or multicast. As receivers, they require the same amount of bandwidth that they would obtain with unicast transmission (this argument may be generalized to other aspects such as real-timeliness or quality of service). Moreover, users will find unicast delivery a more stable service at this point. • Audio and video conferencing and group collaboration applications build on the capabilities used for webcasting, but allow users to interact with each other. However, because of social issues, these applications that appear to be many-to-many are likely to in reality be few-tofew, or multiple instances of one-to-many
• File transfer involves sending data (typically large amounts of data) from one location to one or more locations. As the amount of data grows and the number of recipients increases, the bandwidth requirements and the time to complete file transfers can become unmanageable.
Multicast file transfer services support web caching, distributed databases, and remote logging.
Longer term, more applications with more interaction among users will appear. We believe such interaction will appear first at a low level, in streaming applications (e.g., interaction with the content), and then with the deployment of shared virtual worlds and distributed games. Multicast is then a mandatory technology to allow such interaction because of its scalable dissemination of data and because it minimizes delay among participants [9] . The scale of the multicast groups for these applications is likely to be tightly tied to social and human-factors issues, and should not automatically be assumed to require large-scale many-to-many multicast. They are partially motivated by the fact that multicast is not a service which adds value for the receiver:
Customer Requirements
• ISP customers must have ubiquitous global access to multicast services. This requires scalable interdomain access to multicast services.
• Multicast will be an attractive service only if it is easy and transparent to install. The ISPs ability to install, manage, and maintain the multicast service is an important customer criteria for selecting service providers. Similarly, set-up and configuration of a multicast session must have low latency and be straightforward. Network management for customers should be easy. Corporate customers regularly rely on management services to provide granular usage statistics and billing information that can be used to plan network expansion, bill back users, and verify service-level agreements.
• Senders expect group membership to be controlled, for both senders and receivers. For senders it is important that only authorized sources send to a multicast group; either because a content provider wishes to be the only source of data being sent to the group, or because of concerns about denial-of-service attacks via flooding. Likewise, the set of receivers, or scope, of the group must be controlled.
Note that this may be more complex than a simple time-to-live or domain scoping. Sources may wish to authorize receivers in several domains without delivering content to the entire Internet.
• Similarly, content providers will expect that their assigned multicast addresses are unique Other reasons can be found.
• Finally, reliable transmission may be required.
Today it is provided experimentally at the application level, but it is unclear whether a robust, reliable multicast can be built without support from the network.
Sections 4 and 5 show why these requirements
are not easy to provide to customers with the current service model.
Deployment Issues
Multicast currently relies on a protocol architecture that requires more setup and administration than the unicast architecture. In this section, we report and analyze experiences in deploying the multicast architecture for commercial use. It has been noticed by major carriers that the current architecture is unstable [27] . In this section, we try to understand whether it is the result of bugs in protocol implementations or if the architecture is broken.
Router Migration
Multicast deployment at a customer's premise is not a simple issue due to the legacy of existing network infrastructure. A long-term problem for multicast deployment is that it upsets the router migration model that ISPs follow, which is where routers are initially deployed in the backbone, and over time, pushed towards customer access points. 
Domain Independence
For applications with many low-rate sources, like distributed games and DIS applications, it might be more efficient to have all sources share a tree. Such trees are more efficient in terms of the amount of state at routers (although not with the data carried to receivers [25] ). Protocols like PIM-SM and CBT were designed to support shared trees.
However, ISPs using PIM-SM, or other RP/core-based protocols, face a number of problems regarding domain independence. Many problems are present when RPs and their associated sources are in distinct domains:
• Traffic sources in other domains potentially require traffic controls, such as rate or congestion control.
• An ISP that relies on a RP located in another domain has very little control over the service that its customers receive via the remote RP.
• ISPs do not want to be the core of a session for which they have no receivers or sources as it is a waste of their resources.
• Advertisement of the address of the RP or core must occur in a scalable fashion with low la- 
Management
Due to the complexity of the protocol architecture described in the previous section and to the poor interoperability with existing services, multicast is extremely difficult to install and manage.
Multicast deployment at a customer's premise is 
Justifying the cost of Multicast
Multicast is currently a service that reduces the amount of bandwidth required to transport data to multiple recipients. Longer term, it may also be used to minimize network delays in interactive ap- 
Functionality Not Addressed
In Section 3, we reviewed market motivations 
Group management
The current service model does not consider group management, including receiver authorization, transmission authorization, and group creation. Group management may also include billing policy and address discovery. We address such issues separately, choosing to define group management as access control functions that limit who may send and receive on a particular multicast address.
The lack of access control functions presents a danger for companies providing content over multicast groups as well as for receivers that pay for a given service. Just as web sites require protection from hackers attempting to change the content of a web site, multicast-based content providers require access controls as protection from outsiders launching a number of possible attacks, including:
• Flooding attacks, where high-rate, useless data is transmitted on the same multicast group causing congestion and packet loss.
Flooding attacks prevent reception of data by valid receivers. Although this is a problem for unicast as well, multicast affords the opportunity for attacks of much larger magnitude and scope.
• Collisions of sessions. Due to the lack of group creation controls, two sessions using the same address can interleave their data.
• Unauthorized reception of multicast data, including pay-for content, such as pay-perview events. This represents a source of lost revenue for content providers. This problem exists for unicast, however, the solutions for multicast require group-key management, a topic which is just beginning to see solutions.
• Drowning out of authentic sources with alternate data, changing the content of the session. This is also a source of lost revenue. 
Multicast Security
Providing security for multicast-based communication is inherently more complicated than for Encryption is often cited as the appropriate mechanism to preserve data privacy at the application level. Unfortunately, for large heterogeneous groups, application-level key management is at best a partially solved problem. To maintain scalability in the presence of a large receiver set, rekeying must be done on portions of the tree [34] [42] [29] . For example, the Iolous protocol [29] protects data from unauthorized receivers with data encryption. Unlike normal multicast delivery, some links more than once. 
Secure multicast
Address allocation
As the current multicast address space is un- A proper allocation scheme would have a number of properties:
• No single user could disrupt service to other users, for example, by allocating all addresses.
• No, or negligible, delay in address allocation so as not to delay applications.
• Low complexity of implementation.
• High scalability to interdomain environments.
• Efficient utilization of the address space.
• Long-term scaling to millions of multicast groups.
The chance of an address collision is very lim- addresses. However, if multicast were to become 2 As discussed in Section 4.2, deployed PIM-SM sharedtree "(*,g)" entries do not save state because of the automatic switchover to shortest-path (s,g) by receivers upon joining the tree.
more popular (and routers reserved more memory for multicast addresses), the problem of multicast allocation will become a serious issue. For routers with memory that can store just 8K addresses, the chances of a collision when all addresses are used increases to about 12%. Figure 4 shows the graph of the probability of a collision of addresses given a limited amount of router memory (in units of addresses).
Currently, there are four alternatives to the current model for address allocation:
• The Multicast Address Allocation Architecture (MAAA) [21] .
• Static allocation and assignment (see Section 2.1) [30] . (Referred to as GLOP.)
• Per-source (or channel) allocation as proposed by the Express [22] model (or in a similar way by the Simple Multicast [33] protocol).
• IP version 6 (IPv6) addressing [10] . Hosts request addresses from severs using the Multicast Address Dynamic Client Allocation Protocol (MADCAP) [32] . The servers inform each other of claimed address blocks using the Address Allocation Protocol (AAP) [20] . The allocation of addresses between domains is handled by the Multicast Address Set Claim (MASC) [16] protocol.
Even if MAAA scalability issues can be solved by an appropriate implementation, MAAA does not address whether enough multicast addresses are available in the current addressing scheme if multicast becomes a popular interdomain service.
MAAA and GLOP could also create the same kind of problems as class-based allocation of IP addresses, i.e., fragment the address space and create starvation.
Express [22] is an alternative to the IP-multicast model that uses a per-source, channel-based model.
Each channel is a service identified by a tuple (S,E)
where S is the sender's source address and E is the express destination address (i.e., a class-D address).
Only S may send to (S,E) because receivers subscribed to (S,E) are not subscribed to (S',E), for some other host S'. Thus, data transmitted from two sources to the same address E is only sent to 
Network Management
Network management refers to the debugging of problems that occur with the multicast tree dur- Also available is the RouteMonitor, a tool that measures the stability of routes on the MBone [28] .
RouteMonitor counts the number of times distance metrics for each DVMRP router change in a given period. A MBGP RouteMonitor is under development.
Finally, the Multicast Route Monitoring (MRM)
protocol [42] is under development by the IETF.
MRM is an SMNP-based tool that has special provisions for collection of SMNP MIB data over a multicast tree in a scalable fashion. Most of these tools are academic prototypes. None of these tools are robust enough to support commercial deployment. They only partially address the various issues in monitoring and debugging, and cannot identify all problems related to the current protocol architecture.
Billing Multicast Services
Although the multicast service model does not define any support for multicast billing, it is not clear there is a need in the short term. Today, Sprint provides multicast to its customers at no charge.
This makes sense to the extent that it provides savings on backbone costs as compared to multiple unicast streams in one-to-many applications. As discussed in Section 3, multicast is a service that is useful mostly to content providers and not general
Internet receivers. Pricing schemes and business strategies reflect this.
UUnet advertises its multicast pricing as a comparison against flat rate unicast pricing [39] . UUnet 
Additional Services
Additional services that might be offered by a commercial multicast service and supporting architecture, though not as vital as the above requirements, includes the following. These services are often analogous to existing unicast services.
• • Network performance measurement. Providing measurements to senders allows applications to adjust properly to network conditions. For example measurements of the highest transmission delay among members of the group.
• Subcasting. Many efficient reliability and congestion control protocols rely on or make use of subcasting. Subcasting is useful for receiverbased scoping [25] .
• Congestion control. Without congestion control, multicast sessions threaten to unfairly overwhelm well-behaved TCP connections.
Many proposed solutions address this problem at the transport layer, or directly at the application layer (e.g., layered multicast). It might be the case that network-level congestion control is the best solution; this issue requires more study.
• Low-latency interdomain routing. Routing between domains should be as immediate as intradomain routing from a data transmission standpoint.
• 
Alternate Service Models
The current multicast service model is inher- • Address allocation,
• Access control, and
• Interdomain management.
The ability of the proposed model to easily implement each is discussed in the following sections.
Note that solutions to the problem of address allocation is independent of the choice of single-source or multipeer models.
Single-sender service model
Single-source Internet multicast is a much simpler paradigm to support than multipeer services, and can be deployed successfully right now. 
Multipeer service model
Architectures for multi-sender applications that require multipeer multicast are not as well understood, as compared to single-source models. Multipeer sessions based on shared multicast trees are either bi-directional or unidirectional from a known core. Because such trees are not shortest-path to a main source, they must be centered at some advertised core, or at a domain acting as a core. This presents a number of problems not present in the single-source tree scenario:
• The core must be advertised or discovered.
• The core must be "well-located".
• Secondary cores must exist so that one ISP is not responsible for the robustness of the entire session.
The current architecture addresses these problems with MSDP and GLOP, and in the future, with BGMP and MAAA.
An alternate idea is to use a core-multicast would also occur out-of-band and at a higher level.
It is not clear that multi-sender applications will require a shared-tree model; the trend in such applications is that all data is not usually wanted or useful to all receivers [25] . Remember that shared trees carry all data to all receivers and therefore wastes bandwidth on unwanted data.
Sender authorization and authentication is more difficult in the multipeer, shared-tree model and is not addressed by any implementation. In the simplest case, once a sender is authorized to send, all receivers in the group must accept the sender. If not, receiver-specific prunes cause the amount of state in the tree to increase towards per-source
state. An alternate solution is to prune sources at the end-routers using the IGMPv3 protocol [8] .
Nevertheless, such mechanisms still allow data to travel through the network, and would not truly The multipeer service model is consequently more complex to realize and seems to offer less robustness and scalability to carriers and ISPs.
Conclusion
After a long period of very useful experimentation using the MBone, commercial deployment of multicast services has begun. In this paper, we have examined the issues that are limiting deployment.
The initial design of multicast was motivated by the need to support one-to-many and many-to- The current architecture does not consider these concerns well. It lacks simple and scalable mechanisms for supporting:
• Access controls. Including group creation and membership.
• Security. For protection against attacks to the routing and data integrity of multicast datagrams.
• Address allocation. Including all the properties listed in Section 5.3.
• Network management. Such tools are not well developed at this stage.
Many of the mechanisms in the current architecture that address these issues do so too broadly because they consider both the multipeer and single source models. Applications that are most popular today are one-to-many, such as file transfer, streaming media, and information push. Manyto-many applications at this point mainly consist of less popular DIS and serverless multiplayer games.
(Currently, serverless architectures are not a credible commercial model). Conferencing over the Internet remains few-to-few but is currently better We have shown that from a carrier standpoint, deployment that supports the persource model makes more sense for robust, simple, and scalable multicast services to all customers. We are not suggesting efforts towards multi-peer multicast halt. We suggest only that commercial deployment begin with the well-understood sourcerooted, one-to-many model and architecture, even if the implication is an increase in multicast routing tables at routers. Table 1 Otherwise, the current deployment strategy threatens to compromise the success of multicast as a service that adds value to the Internet, and significantly delay the deployment of applications that would benefit from multicast, such as media streaming and interactive applications.
